Air & Waste Management
Association
Regional Meeting
October 29th, 2019

Agenda
Introductions
About US Ecology

Specialized Service - Managed Services Group
An Ever Changing Recycling Landscape

The Value of Waste Minimization Audits
Food Waste and Composting (Last Frontier?)
Waste Water and Microfiltration
Open Discussion
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National Footprint

North American Leader

(NRC Group locations not included)

Headquarters
Service Centers

Treatment & Recycling
Landfills
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US Ecology Services
Transportation
Waste Treatment
Wastewater Treatment
Recycling
Industrial Cleaning &
Maintenance
• Remediation
• Lab Pack Services
• Pharmaceutical Waste
Management
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total Waste Management
Technical Services
Emergency Response
Sustainable Solutions
Retail Solutions
Sewer Services
Household Hazardous
Waste Collections
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US Ecology Recycling Services
Thermal Recycling
•

A more sustainable and
cost-effective solution over
incineration or other
management methods for
recoverable organic
wastes.

Aircraft Deicing Fluid
•

Tailored services to help
our aviation customers
manage their glycolcontaminated storm water.

Metals Recovery
•

Recover and reclaim
valuable metal residues
from selected waste
streams, providing a
sustainable alternative to
traditional disposal
methods.

Pack Back Program
•

The answer for safe and
compliant handling and
recycling of all your
universal wastes.

NMP Recycling
•

Distillation process returning
the highest quality end
product that guarantees
consistent specifications.

ELVS Mercury Switch
Program
•

National Vehicle Mercury
Switch Recovery Program
that collects, transports,
retorts and recycles
elemental mercury from
automotive switches.
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Managed Services Group

Managed Services Group (MSG)
■ Specialized Division of US Ecology Field Services
■ Providing comprehensive environmental service solutions at customer locations

through a single point of contact

■ Managing over 1000+ customer locations across North America ranging in size

and scope. From onsite resource managers to remote program and project
management.

■ Serviced industries:
■ Transportation, Automotive, Specialty Chemical, Utilities and Energy, Aviation and

Steel.

■ Total number of employees in MSG – 80+ and growing
■ Our clients routinely see cost savings through our programs by identification of

increased efficiencies, improved waste reduction programs, technological
improvements, etc.
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Today’s Recycling
Landscape

Recycling Landscape
■ 2017-2018 China bans the import on the majority of recyclable wastes:
■

Mostly post consumer plastics and mixed paper.

■ Additionally, mandate and enforce a max contamination of 0.5% (nearly unachievable) on

the handful of streams that are accepted.

■ Many southeast Asia countries followed suit through 2018, initially throwing global markets in

turmoil.

■ Values for post consumer OCC (cardboard), sorted office paper, PET (#1), HDPE (#2) and

film values have either stabilized or strengthened since Jan. 2018. Limited outlets exist for
plastics #3 through#7 but the market is adjusting and countries like India are making plans
for a recycling boom.

■ Rising cost of doing business:
■ After GFL Environmental said it would begin charging non-profit Recycle Livingston $200 per

ton, WHMI reports that the center is raising fees and no longer accepting plastics #3-7. (Aug.
2018)

■ Kent County is now projecting a $1.5 million loss and will be officially increasing its tip fee from

$35 to $65 in Jan. 2019. The Grand Rapids Business Journal reports that the county could still be
faced with a $500,000 shortfall after this. (Sept. 2018)

■ Gov. Snyder, in his final weeks in office, has re-upped calls to pass "Renew Michigan”

legislation that would raise state landfill tip fees (from $0.36 to $4.75 per ton) to help fund a
variety of programs including recycling. (Nov. 2018)
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Recycling Landscape
Quick Facts and Figures
▪

▪

▪

▪

The U.S. recycling and composting rate has
stagnated between 34 percent and 35
percent since 2010. Up to 70% of the national
MSW stream is recyclable/compostable.
Only 3 streams are regularly
recycled/composted at rates above 50%:
Paper/OCC, Nonferrous Metals and Yard
Trimmings.
The greatest opportunity in recovery exist in
Plastics and Food Waste/Organics both
below 10% of total generation but all streams
have vast room for improvement!
In Michigan alone, the value of recyclable
material that is landfilled each year is
estimated to be $368 million.

How best do we capture these lost
opportunities?
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The Value of Waste Audits

Waste Minimization Audits
A waste audit is a critical process which can be used to determine the
amount and types of waste that are generated by your
organization. Information from these audits can help you and your
organization to determine a baseline for your program, identify areas of
focus and to track improvement.

Objectives:
▪
▪
▪

Determine the types of waste and volumes being
generated at your company.
Identify areas where waste management
reduction and diversion can be improved.
Determine the effectiveness of any current waste
management strategies.
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Waste Minimization Audits
Auditing Methods:
▪ Visual Audits – simpler and less messy but not as effective at identifying
all opportunities.
▪ Waste Segregation Study – evaluation on individual collection container
basis. Percent composition analysis to identify target areas for
improvement.

▪ Disposition Hierarchy – Assessment on waste types and current disposition
vs. options on alternative.
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Waste Minimization Audits
Waste Audit Outcomes – 1 Year Progress
■ Reduction in trash hauls by 2 x per week , YOY reduction100 hauls per year.
■ Increased cardboard recycling by 34% YOY
■ Increased plastic film recycling from zero to 3.5 tons per year

2016

2017
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Waste Minimization Audits
Waste Audit – Best Practices or Keys to Success
▪ Participation and Education
▪
▪

Representation from every level of an organization
Education on what the company is trying to achieve, what is the focus and why are we
doing it?

▪ Consistency
▪

Consistency breeds change - in message, in focus, every aspect.

▪ Find Champions
▪

Identify individuals and groups that have enthusiasm and passion for the project.

▪ Use Images Not Text
▪

Images rather than text on recycling graphics increased recycling by 53%.

▪ Track and Reward Progress

▪ Switch to Clear Bags!
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Direct & Indirect Reuse

Composting
Quick Facts and Figures
▪
▪
▪
▪

Americans waste 35,000,000 tons of food
each year with a value of $165 billion dollars.
Wasted food in the U.S. has increased by
204% since 1960 and 50% since 1990.
If wasted food were a country, it would be
the 3rd largest emitter of methane in the
world behind China and the U.S.
Food waste bans are being enacted with
increasing frequency across cities, states and
countries from Austin, TX to Maine, California
and France.
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Composting
Composting Program
▪

In 2016, began a trial to compost the food waste at the cafeteria onsite. US Ecology
worked with the food services provider to source and implement compostable
containers and utensils.

▪

In 2017 the program was expanded from the cafeteria to the site buildings to include the
paper towel waste from the restrooms.

▪

As the program became a success more buildings signed on to join the program. In 2019,
there are now >30% of buildings that are participating in the composting program onsite.
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Composting
Composting Program
▪

▪

Since the program began in 2017 we have only had 1 roll off of compost shipped from
the site that had partial contamination and was not accepted at the composting facility.
Roll off boxes are typically shipped at a rate of 1 or 2 a month.
•

Quick visual inspections of each bag are key to stopping any contamination.

•

A tracking log of good bags vs. bad is maintained and shared with all buildings
participating in the program. Helps to correct issues!

To date the project has diverted more than 180 tons of compostable material from
landfill, amounting to a reduction in CO2 emissions of ~520 metric tons.
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Wastewater and Microfiltration
Wastewater Treatment
▪ The power washing of stamping dies and floor scrubbing activities generated
a non-hazardous wastewater composed of 98% water and less than 2% oil.
▪ The 1,500 to 3,000 gallons of wastewater was transported offsite for treatment
by a third party vendor.
▪ Not only was the process
ineffective from a cost perspective
but it also required a vast energy
input to ship, handle and treat a
relatively “simple” waste stream by
industry standards.
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Wastewater and Microfiltration
Wastewater Treatment
▪ In 2017 USE proposed, sourced and oversaw the installation of a oil/water
separator to process the oily wastewater .
▪ This process improvement has diverted 110,000 gallons of material per year
from shipping offsite for treatment.
▪ The water is now treated and discharged to the onsite WWT – amounting to
not only a significant cost reduction, but also greatly reducing the overall
energy input of the process.
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Direct & Non-Direct Reuse
GOAL = Highest tier of the Waste Management Hierarchy
Reusable Rags & Absorbents
▪
▪
▪

Switching to reusable absorbents pads and socks.
Switching to reusable rags in place of shop towels.
Resulting in lower waste volumes as well as reduction in
purchasing costs.

Spinning Off Liquids
▪
▪
▪

Grinding swarf is spun via centrifuge to separate oils
from the solids. The oils are then ultra filtered and
purified for direct re-use onsite.
Waste oil volume reduction is averaging 60 tons a year.
Re-use of machining lubricants reduces overall product
use and purchase.
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EPA WARM Program
Pilot Project

EPA - Waste Reduction Model (WARM)
•

•
•

WARM is a tool that calculates Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions,
energy savings and economic impacts of baseline and alternative
waste management practices.
The program includes 60 material types commonly found in
municipal solid waste.
The model calculates in the following categories:
•

Metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent (MTCO2E),

•

Energy units (million British Thermal Unit - BTU),

•

Labor hours,

•

Wages ($), and

•

Taxes ($)

This is what we used
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Current Model – Version 15

(Released in May 2019)

Material Types Recognized by WARM
•
•

Food Waste
(non-meat)

LLDPE (linear
low density
polyethylene)

Mixed
Recyclables

PP
(polypropylene
)

Copper Wire

Food Waste
(meat only)

Magazines/Thir
d-Class Mail

Newspaper

PS
(polystyrene)

Asphalt
Concrete

Corrugated
Cardboard

Fruits and
Vegetables

Medium
Density
Fiberboard

Office Paper

PVC (polyvinyl
chloride)

Asphalt
Shingles

Dairy Products

Glass

Mixed Metals

Mixed
Electronics

Steel Cans

Beef

Dimensional
Lumber

Grains

Mixed MSW
(municipal solid
waste)

Mixed Plastics

Textbooks

Branches

Drywall

Grass

Mixed Organics

PET
(polyethylene
terephthalate)

Tires

Bread

Fiberglass
Insulation

Mixed Paper
(general)

Phonebooks

Vinyl Flooring

Carpet

Fly Ash

PLA
(polylactic acid)

Wood Flooring

Clay Bricks

Food Waste

Leaves

Poultry

Yard Trimmings

Cathode Ray
Tube (CRT)
Displays

Desktop
Central
Processing
Units (CPUs)

Electronic
Peripherals

Hard Copy
Devices

Portable
Electronic
Devices

60 Material types & 6 Disposal Options
Aluminum
Available as a downloadable tool
Ingot
•
•

•

Concrete

Aluminum Cans

Based on open life cycle
assessment (openLCA) software
Also available as a downloadable
Excel spreadsheet

Calculation data is updated annually
(Software not as frequently)

Waste Disposal Practices:
1. Source Reduction
2. Recycling
3. Composting
4. Anaerobic Digestion
5. Combustion
6. Landfilling

HDPE (highdensity
polyethylene)
LDPE (lowdensity
polyethylene)

Mixed Paper
(primarily from
offices)
Mixed Paper
(primarily
residential)
Flat Panel
Displays
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Emissions Baseline – material’s GHG by
disposal method

*MTCO2E = Metric Tons
of CO2 Equivalent
WARM calculations
based on actual 2018
waste data
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